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Abstract This paper presents a method for managing con-

gestion constraints in a hydro-thermal optimal power flow

solution procedure. The congestion constraint is handled in

this paper as anactive power generation constraint. To achieve

this solution, a power flow tracing technique is used to detect

the generators contributing to line congestion to penalize them

by reducing their outputs. The congestion is then removed by

setting the maximum power of the affected generators to the

penalized value. The proposed algorithm is implemented

using MATLAB software. Finally, the performance of the

proposed algorithm is tested and the results for the 5-bus,

30-bus, and 34-bus Nigerian power networks are presented.

Keywords Congestion, Power flow tracing, Transmission

line, Hydro-thermal

1 Introduction

Congestion arises when a transmission line is operated

above its thermal limits. It may occur in power system

owing to contingencies that are not anticipated; examples

of such contingencies are generation outages, sudden

increase in load, transmission line outages, and failure of

equipment [1]. Congestion may also be caused through the

simultaneous delivery of power from a set of power

transactions, thereby exceeding the transmission network

limits [2].

Congestion management (CM) refers to the scheduling

of available power to avoid or relieve congestion. CM

depends on the type of power market. In the regulated

power market, where the scheduling of generation is per-

formed following a centralized dispatch, congestions are

easier to manage. However, the open-access market is

more complex, where the scheduling of generation is not

centrally dispatched, but based primarily on the transaction

agreed to by market participants. In this situation, the dif-

ficulty lies in ensuring the negotiated transactions,

particularly under congestion, as CM must be performed in

a nondiscriminatory manner [3, 4].

Various approaches to solving the CM problem have

been discussed by different authors. In [5], these approa-

ches are categorized into different forms. These categories

are technical or cost-free, and financial or non-cost-free.

Methods such as the outage of congested lines and use of

transmission line compensators are regarded as technical or

cost-free approaches, whereas the rescheduling of genera-

tion and curtailing of transaction are regarded as financial

or non-cost-free approaches [6, 7]. The cost-free measures

were coined because of nominal economical consideration

as these measures would not involve generation and dis-

tribution companies [5]. However, [8] categorized some

approaches into short-term and long-term approaches. The

short-term transmission CM is based on rules and pricing

while the long-term transmission management involves

installing new lines, utilizing flexible alternating current

transmission systems (FACTS) devices and grid planning
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to determine the part of a network that should be developed

in the future.

The rescheduling of generation and curtailment of

transactions as an approach to the solution to CM has

received great attention, as different studies have reported

various methods in the rescheduling of generation and

curtailment of transactions [5, 9]. Congestion pricing is a

generation rescheduling method in CM, in which the cost

information of the generating companies is either revealed

by the generating companies, or it is inferred from the

market behavior after which an optimal power flow (OPF)

solution procedure (without the consideration of transmis-

sion limit) is applied to determine the initial state of the

system. If a transmission line congestion is discovered, an

OPF analysis (with the consideration of transmission limit)

is performed to relieve the system of congestion, and

simultaneously determine a congestion price that will be

paid by the power producer [10]. Generator sensitivity to

the real power flow in a congested line has also been used

to reschedule generation to alleviate transmission conges-

tion by proposing a technique for reducing the number of

participating generators in a pool at the minimum con-

gestion or rescheduling cost [11–13]. In a work that

considered a power market where pool and bilateral/mul-

tilateral transactions coexist, transaction curtailment

strategies were prioritized into the free mode, the pool

protection mode, and the contract protection mode [14]. In

the free mode, all market participants are expected to

compete for usage of congested lines by paying to avoid

curtailment. In the pool protection mode, curtailment is

performed on bilateral and multilateral transactions first. In

the contract protection mode, contract dispatch is priori-

tized over pool dispatch, i.e., in the case of congestion, the

pool demand will have to be curtailed first. In the majority

of works where the rescheduling of generation or curtail-

ment of transaction was used as a tool for CM, the primary

objective is to minimize the cost of congestion [15]. This

minimization was performed using a CM-based OPF.

The usage of transmission line compensators such as

FACTS devices have also been considered for CM.

Examples of FACTS devices used in alleviating line

overloads and increasing transfer capability by controlling

power flow are the thyristor-controlled series compensator,

static synchronous series compensator, unified power flow

controller, and thyristor-controlled phase-angle regulator

[5]. However, the effectiveness of these FACTS devices

primarily depends on their locations [16].

The identification of generators causing congestion on a

transmission line was also adopted in some works as a first

step in CM strategy. This was achieved by the power flow

tracing technique. This allowed the system operator to

penalize only the congestion-contributing generators. In

one of these works [17], where generation contribution

factor was used as an approach for CM, generator redis-

patching was performed by decreasing the output of the

most congestion-contributing generator and increasing the

output of the least congestion-contributing generator to

balance the system. This was performed without penalizing

the generators between the two extremes of the most and

least congestion-contributing generators. In other works

[18–20], the rescheduling of generation was performed by

increasing the output of some congestion-contributing

generators and reducing the output of others.

It is important to note that, the extent of contribution of

generator to congestion is supposed to dictate the extent of

output curtailment by the system operator. However, from

the power-flow-tracing-based CM strategies available in

literature, it has been discovered as follows:

1) Not all the outputs of the congestion-contributing

generators are curtailed. Instead, the outputs of some

generators are increased. This appears to be discrim-

inatory, especially in a deregulated market where

bilateral or multilateral transactions are performed.

2) Considering the importance of optimization in the

planning and operation of power systems, none of

these works considered the power-flow-tracing-based

CM in either the OPF or the hydro-thermal optimal

power flow (HTOPF) solution technique.

Hence, this work optimally solves the transmission

congestion problem of a system with both hydro and

thermal generators using the basics of power flow tracing,

as opposed to the use of the power flow equation constraint.

If congestion occurs, power flow tracing is used to identify

the generators contributing to congestion. The congestion-

contributing generators at a particular time interval is

curtailed and the maximum active output of the affected

generators is set to the curtailed value. Hence, the con-

gestion constraint is converted to active power constraint of

the affected generator. This renders the proposed solution

procedure efficient as the partial differentials of the equa-

tions representing the active flow constraints are not

considered in the proposed algorithm.

2 HTOPF problem definition

The HTOPF problem is similar to OPF problem, but

with an additional constraint representing the water avail-

ability of each hydro station. The HTOPF problem can be

formulated as follows [21]:

minF ¼
XT
t¼1

Xnt
j¼1

ðaj þ bjPjt þ cjP
2
jtÞ ð1Þ
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where F is the total cost of generation for the optimization

period; t is the discrete time interval; T is the optimization

period under consideration; aj, bj, and cj are the cost

coefficients of thermal station j; nt is the number of thermal

generators in the system; and Pjt is the real power output of

thermal generator j at time t.
Equation (1) is subjects to the equality constraints as

follows.

1) Power balance constraints

Pit þ Pdit � Pgit ¼ 0

Qit þ Qdit � Qgit ¼ 0

�
ð2Þ

where t=1, 2, …, T; Pit and Qit are the active and reactive

power injections, respectively, at bus i during time t, as
expressed in (3); Pdit and Qdit are the active and reactive

power demands at bus i during time t, respectively; Pgit and

Qgit are the scheduled active and reactive power

generations of either the thermal station (i.e., Pjt) or

hydro station (i.e., Pht)) at bus i during time t.

Pit ¼ Vit
Pnb
k¼1

VktYik cosðdkt � dit þ hikÞ

Qit ¼ �Vit
Pnb
k¼1

VktYik sinðdkt � dit þ hikÞ

8>><
>>: ð3Þ

where Vit and Vkt are the voltage magnitudes at buses i and
k during time t, respectively; nb is the number of buses in

the system; δit and δkt are the voltage phase angles at buses
i and k during time t, respectively; Yik and θik are the

magnitude and angle of the admittance of the line

connecting buses i and k.

2) Available water energy constraints

qh �
XT
t¼1

ah þ bhPht þ chP
2
ht

� � ¼ 0 h ¼ 1; 2; . . .; nh ð4Þ

where qh is the pre-specified amount of water required for

generation at hydro station h during the optimization

period; αh, βh, and γh are the discharge coefficients of hydro
station h; Pht is the real output power of the hydro station

h at time t; nh is the number of hydro generators in the

system.

3) Inequality constraints

Pmin
git �Pgit �Pmax

git

Qmin
git �Qgit �Qmax

git

Vmin
it �Vit �Vmax

it

Vmin
kt �Vkt �Vmax

kt

8>>>><
>>>>:

ð5Þ

where superscripts max and min represent the maximum

and minimum limits on the variables, respectively.

3 Modified HTOPF solution technique using
Newton’s approach

In [22], a modified Newton-based solution technique

was developed to solve the problem represented by (1), (2),

(4), and (5). The first approach to the development of the

solution technique is by augmenting the power balance

constraints of (2) with the objective function of (1). The

resulting augmented Lagrangian function is shown in (6). It

should be noted that, the second term of (6) contains the

discharge characteristics of the hydro plants.

Ltðz; k; tÞ ¼
Xnt
j¼1

ðaj þ bjPjt þ cjP
2
jtÞ

þ
Xnh
h¼1

thðah þ bhPht þ chP
2
htÞ

þ
Xnb
i¼1

kpitðPit þ Pdit � PgitÞ

þ
Xnb
i¼1

kqitðQit þ Qdit � QgitÞ

ð6Þ

where t ¼ thð Þ; t=1, 2, …, T; z ¼ dit; dkt;Vkt;Vit;Pgit

� �
;

k ¼ kpit; kqit
� �

; λpit is the Lagrange multiplier relating to the

active power balance equation at bus i during time interval

t; λqit is the Lagrange multiplier relating to the reactive

power balance equation at bus i during time interval t; υh is
the water worth or water conversion factor for an opti-

mization period.

It is important to note that (6) does not cater for the

water energy constraint of (4). This constraint is however

considered after minimizing all the T Lagrangian sub-

equations. Further, CM constraints are not considered in

the work.

The optimal solution to (6) is achieved by satisfying the

Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT) condition for optimality

given in (7) and (8) [21, 23].

oLt
oz

¼ rzLt ¼
oLt
odit

oLt
odkt

oLt
oVit

oLt
oVkt

oLt
oPgit

� �T
¼ 0 ð7Þ

oLt
ok

¼ rkLt ¼
oLt
okpit

oLt
okqit

� �T
¼ 0 ð8Þ

The KKT optimality condition yielded a set of nonlinear

equations that are solved using the Newton–Raphson

method. This method requires linearizing these equations

and the resulting equation is shown in (9).

o2Lt
oz2

o2Lt
ozok

o2Lt
okoz

o2Lt
ok2

2
664

3
775 Dz

Dk

� �
¼ rzLt

rkLt

� �
ð9Þ
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where rzLt;rkLt½ �T is the gradient vector; Δz and Δλ are

the increments or decrements on the control and state

variables, respectively;

o2Lt
oz2

o2Lt
ozok

o2Lt
okoz

o2Lt
ok2

2
6664

3
7775 is the Hessian

matrix.

Equation (9) is solved iteratively; for every iteration, the

variables (z and λ) are updated using the equation below:

znew ¼ zold � Dz
knew ¼ kold � Dk

�
ð10Þ

A solution is reached when the gradient vectors of (7)

and (8) are within the tolerance margin. If any of the

variables listed in (5) is outside the allowable limits, the

inequality constraint is enforced according to the criteria

given in [24].

It should be noted that (6) requires having T Lagrangian

sub-equations. Each equation is minimized separately and

the results for all the equations are used to update the water

worth value. This procedure continues until the water

worth value tracked the available water. The water worth

value is updated using (11).

DtðmÞh ¼ �DqðmÞh

AðmÞ ð11Þ

where A ¼ Pt
i¼1 k

2
pit=ð2cht3hÞ.

Therefore, at iteration m+1, the water worth value is

adjusted using the equation below:

tðmþ1Þ
h ¼ tðmÞh þ DtðmÞh ð12Þ
The flow chart used to implement the procedure

explained above is shown in Fig. 1. The summary of the

flow chart is as presented below:

1) The iteration loops are represented by the arrow head

arc with a loop number written inside it.

2) The first step is the variable initialization.

3) Iteration loop 1 solves (9) and updates the HTOPF

variables (except the water worth value) until the

gradient vector mismatch is less than or equal to the

tolerable limit of 10−4.

4) Iteration loop 2 ensures that all the HTOPF variables

from loop 1 are within bounds, while ensuring that the

gradient vector mismatch is less than or equal to the

tolerable limit of 10−4.

5) The optimization interval loop 3 allows for solving for

the next optimization interval t.
6) At a given interval t=T, iteration loop 4 is entered to

verify if the water availability mismatch |qh| is less

than or equal to the tolerable limit; if it is not, an

update of the water worth value is required.

This procedure continues until the water energy con-

straint is satisfied. Figure 1 was implemented using the

MATLAB software. The software was used to solve vari-

ous power systems’ problem. The results obtained proved

the effectiveness of the procedure.

4 HTOPF problem with congestion constraints

In the problem defined in Section 3, the congestion

constraint is not included. However, the proposed method

includes this constraint, as shown below:

Pikt �Pmax
ikt ð13Þ

where Pikt is the active power flow on the line connecting

buses i and k together at time t, as expressed in (14).

Pikt ¼ �V 2
it Yik cos hik þ VitVktYik cosðdit � dkt � hikÞ ð14Þ

The constraint of (13) is considered by curtailing the

generators that contribute to the active flow on the

congested line. The contribution of the individual

generator is known through power flow tracing. After

curtailing the active generation, the maximum active power

generation of the affected generators at time t (i.e., Pmax
git ) is

adjusted such that it is equal to the curtailed value.

Start

Variable initialization, parameters settings and set t=1

Compute the gradient vector 
and Hessian matrix of the 

Lagrangian function 

Solve (9)

Update z, λ

Is the gradient vector 
mismatch less than or equal to 

10-4 ?

Are variables 
within limits?

Problem solved

End

t=t+1 

Augment  
Lagrangian 

with 
multiplier 

and/or 
penalty 
function

N

N

N

N 

Y

Y

Y

1

2

3

4
t=T ?

| qh |≤10-4 ?Update 
υh 

Y

Fig. 1 Flow chart for solving HTOPF problem
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Therefore, in this study, the congestion constraints are

regarded as activepower generation constraints.This is to avoid

additional constraint equations in the Lagrangian function.

4.1 Power flow tracing

The power flow tracing concept and its function has

been highlighted in the work of [24]. It is important to note

that power flow tracing is based on the charges for using

the transmission line. However, since this concept can be

used to identify the contribution of individual generator to

a congested transmission line, the affected generator can be

curtailed based on contribution degree to the congestion.

The convenient starting point for power flow tracing

methods is dictated by the state of the power system, i.e.,

the solution of a power flow or OPF or the state estimation

computation [25, 26]. To understand the concept of power

flow tracing using “source dominion”, a three-bus system

with two generators and three transmission lines is used, as

shown in Fig. 2. The following procedure is adopted [24].

1) Calculate the ratio of the active power flow on each

line (both sending end and receiving end) to the total

active power inflow to the sending bus; represent this

as C12, C13, and C32.

CS
12 ¼ PS

12

	
Pg1

CR
12 ¼ PR

12

	
Pg1

8<
: ð15Þ

CS
13 ¼ PS

13

	
Pg1

CR
13 ¼ PR

13

	
Pg1

8<
: ð16Þ

CS
32 ¼ PS

32

	
PR
13 þ Pg3

� �
CR
32 ¼ PR

32

	
PR
13 þ Pg3

� �
8<
: ð17Þ

where superscripts S and R denote the sending end and

receiving end active line flows, respectively; P12, P13,

and P32 are the active power flows on lines 1–2, 1–3,

and 3–2, respectively; Pg1 and Pg3 are the active power

generations at buses 1 and 3, respectively.

2) Form the source dominion for Pg1 and Pg3. This

requires identifying the flow path of the active power

from each generator. The source dominion for Pg1 and

Pg3 are shown in Fig. 3a, b, respectively.

3) Calculate the contribution of each dominion to the

active line flow. As shown in Fig. 3a, b, lines 1–2 and

1–3 belong to source dominion 1 only while line 3–2

belongs to both sources’ dominion. This implies that

only Pg1 contributes to P12 and P13, while Pg1 and Pg3

both contribute to P32.

The contribution of Pg1 to P32 is expressed as follows:

PS1
32 ¼ CS

32P
R
13

PR1
32 ¼ CR

32P
R
13

(
ð18Þ

where superscripts S1 and R1 denote the sending end and

receiving end active line flows contributed by Pg1,

respectively.

Additionally, the contribution of Pg3 to P32 is expressed

as follows:

PS3
32 ¼ CS

32Pg3

PR3
32 ¼ CR

32Pg3

(
ð19Þ

where superscripts S3 and R3 denote the sending end and

receiving end active line flows contributed by Pg3,

respectively.

It is essential to note that PR
13 in (18) is the active con-

tribution from source dominion 1, as shown in Fig. 3a.

4.2 Power-flow-tracing-based CM

If transmission line i–j is discovered to be congested, the
extent of contribution of the generators in the system is

determined using the power flow tracing algorithm. With

this information, the output of the affected generator is

reduced by a value dictated by the extent of contribution of

the generator, as illustrated in (20). The curtailed output of

the affected generator i Pgit;new is determined as follows:

SP12
Pg1

1 2

3

RP12

Pd2

SP13
RP13

SP32
RP32

Pg3

Fig. 2 Three-bus active power flow diagram

2

3

SP12
Pg1

1 2

3

RP12

SP13
RP13

S1P32
R1P32

(a) Dominion 1

(b) Dominion 2

S3P32
R3P32

Pg3

Fig. 3 Source dominions
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Pgit;new ¼ Pgit;old �
Pijt;is

Pijt;s

Pmax
ijt ð20Þ

where Pgit;old is the output of generator at bus i before

curtailment at time t; Pijt;is is the contribution of generator

at bus i to the sending end active flow on line i–j at time t;
Pmax
ijt is the maximum active flow on line i–j at time t; Pijt;s

is the sending end active flow on line i–j.
After the curtailment, the maximum power limit of the

affected generator is set to the curtailed power Pgit;new in

the developed program discussed in [22]. It should be noted

that the curtailment in the system will cause imbalances in

power and available water. However, these imbalances are

compensated with the developed procedure.

4.3 Flow chart for implementation of a power-flow-
tracing-based CM

The flow chart that represents the procedure described in

Section 4.2 is shown in Fig. 4. This figure is an adjustment

of Fig. 1 to accommodate for the CM procedure. The

primary adjustments comprise two steps: ① water worth

value initialization to the HTOPF solution value; ② the

modification of iteration loops 2 and 3. These modifications

are shown in the flow chart as the shapes with colored

fill.

Unlike Fig. 1, where the water worth value is initialized

to the value obtained from the initialization procedure

discussed in [22], the water worth value in Fig. 4 is ini-

tialized to the value from the HTOPF solution. This is to

allow the CM procedure to act on the optimal state of the

power system. A close comparison of Figs. 1 and 4 shows

that the iteration loops 2 and 3 of Fig. 1 have been modified

to accommodate the power-flow-tracing-based CM proce-

dure. The enforcement of congestion limit requires a power

flow tracing technique to identify the congestion-con-

tributing generators. A solution is reached when the

transmission congestion is removed from all lines while the

available water is utilized optimally.

5 Numerical results

The flow chart described in Fig. 4 has been implemented

using a MATLAB-based software program. The developed

program can accommodate any number of PV and PQ

buses. Any of the generator bus in the power network can

be made the slack bus.

To evaluate the developed software, it has been used to

solve the HTOPF with transmission line congestion prob-

lem for the 5-bus, 30-bus, and 34-bus Nigerian power

networks. Twenty-four hour load duration intervals have

been considered for this work. The test systems and load

curve used for this work are similar to those presented in

[22]. Two cases are considered in this section: ① case A

(base case), HTOPF results as presented in [22]; ② case B,

HTOPF results with CM. These cases are compared to

study the impact of the proposed CM procedure on the

HTOPF solution. It is important to note that the naira to

dollar exchange rate used throughout this section is $1=

₦200. Further, the active power by the thermal generator

(TG) at bus J and hydro generator (HG) at bus K are rep-

resented as PgtJ and PhtK, respectively. For example, the

TG at bus 1 is represented as Pgt1, and the HG at bus 2 is

represented as Pht2.

5.1 Results for 5-bus Nigerian power network

The proposed algorithm has been tested on this system

by setting a real power transmission limit of 55 MW for

line 2–3. This caused congestion on the line at hours 7–9

and 18–20, with a maximum base case active power flow

violation recorded at hour 7 with a value of 61.1 MW. The

active flow during congestion is traceable to the active

Start

Variable initialization (water worth value initialized 
to HTOPF solution value); set t=1

Compute the gradient vector, 
Hessian matrix of the Lagrangian 

function and solve (9) 

Update z, λ

Is the gradient vector 
mismatch less than or equal to 

10-4 ?

Are variables 
within limits?

End

t=t+1 

Augment  
Lagrangian 

with multiplier 
and/or penalty 

function

N

N

N

N 

Y

Y

Y

t=T ?

| qh |≤10-4 ?Update
υh

Y

Is there 
congestion?

Y

Perform power 
flow tracing

N

Curtail congestion-
contributing 
generators

Set the upper limits 
of congestion-
contributing 

generators to the 
curtailed value

Fig. 4 Flow chart for power-flow-tracing-based CM
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power of the hydro station at bus 2 (Pht2), and the con-

gestion is removed optimally. The HTOPF solution is

achieved with an absolute maximum water mismatch of

8.01910−6. Figure 5 shows the active flow on line 2–3 for

both cases. The active flow on this line has been curtailed

throughout the period. The comparison of results for both

cases is shown in Table 1. It is clear from this table that the

differences between the HTOPF results for both cases are

not highly significant. This is attributed to the computa-

tional efficiency of the proposed algorithm. The result with

the most significant decrease of 2.77% is the water worth

value. The average hydro energy is increased by 0.01%.

The curtailment of Pht2 during the congested hours is

responsible for the decrease in the water worth value. The

curtailment of Pht2 has resulted in a slightly better uti-

lization of the available water in case B, as indicated in the

average hydro energy. An additional cost of ₦23956.60 is

incurred owing to the CM procedure. This cost amounts to

a 0.17% increase from the cost obtained for case A.

The proposed CM procedure adjusted the schedules

optimally, while relieving the system of congestion. The

readjustment experienced in the system owing to CM is

depicted in Fig. 6. This figure shows the percentage dif-

ference in the generators’ active power before and after

CM. This percentage is determined using the criteria given

in (21). From Fig. 6, it is clear that, to maintain power

balance during the congested hours, the curtailment of Pht2

leads to the increase in Pgt1. Further, to maintain water

energy balance, Pht2 has to increase during some uncon-

gested hours. It should be noted that the increase or

decrease in the output of one unit at a time instance leads to

the respective decrease or increase in the outputs of other

units if active power limit enforcement and load shedding

do not occur.

CP ¼ Pgb � Pga

Pgb
� 100% ð21Þ

where CP denotes percentage difference in the generation;

Pgb and Pga denote the generators’ active power before and

after CM.

5.2 Results for 30-bus Nigerian power network

The real power transmission limits for lines 1–2 and 6–8

are set at 62 MW and 38 MW, respectively. These caused

congestion on both lines. The maximum base case active

power flows on these lines are 71 MW and 45.57 MW,

respectively, and these values are recorded during hour 7.

The active flow during congestion on line 1–2 is traceable

to Pgt1 at hours 7–9 and 18–20, while the active flow on

line 6–8 is traceable to Pgt8 at hours 5–10 and 17–20. The

congestion is removed by curtailing the outputs of the two

generators. The active power flows through these lines for

both cases are shown in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. As

observed, the flows through these lines are within the limit.

The solution after removing congestion is obtained with the

maximum absolute water mismatch of 5.55910−6. The

comparison of some system parameters for both cases is

shown in Table 2. The table indicates that the most sig-

nificant difference obtained is the 1.13% increase in the

water worth value of both HGs from the base case value.

Fig. 5 Active power flow through line 2–3

Table 1 Comparison of HTOPF results for 5-bus Nigerian power

network

Parameter Value

Case A Case B

Total thermal generation (MW) 3063.8 3063.6

Total hydro generation (MW) 2769.9 2770.25

Total generation (MW) 5833.76 5833.85

Total loss (MW) 185.61 185.70

Total cost (₦) 13735659.79 13759616.39

Water worth (₦/Mm3) 16737.79 16274.95

Average hydro plant energy (MWh/

Mm3)

3.9546 3.9550

Maximum voltage magnitude (p.u.) 1.0413 1.0468

Minimum voltage magnitude (p.u.) 0.9724 0.9780

Fig. 6 Percentage difference in generation in 5-bus system owing to

CM
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The table also shows a slight decrease in the average hydro

plant energy for both plants in case B. The additional cost

owing to removing congestion is ₦1016.36, constituting a

0.04% increase. The percentage difference in the system’s

active generation is shown in Fig. 9. It is important to note

that to maintain power balance, the curtailments of the two

generators at the congested periods caused the output of all

other generators to increase at these periods. To use the

available water optimally, the increase in Pht5 and Pht13 at

the congested periods necessitated a decrease of these

active outputs at the noncongested periods.

5.3 Results for 34-bus Nigerian power network

The transmission limits for the Benin–Osogbo and

Onitsha–Benin transmission lines are set at 340 MW and

230 MW, respectively. The congestion on both lines is

noticed at hours 4, and 22–24. The base case maximum

active power flows of the two lines are 353.1 MW and

239.2 MW, respectively. The congestion is removed by

curtailing only the congestion-contributing generators. The

Delta, Sapele, Geregu, Okpai, and Asco generating stations

(GSs) contributed to the active flow on the Osogbo–Benin

line during congestion, with Geregu being the GS that

contributed the most. The Okpai GS is the only station that

contributes to the active flow on the Onitsha–Benin line

during congestion. Figures 10 and 11 show the active line

flow through these lines for the cases considered. It is clear

that these lines have been relieved of congestion with the

application of the proposed procedure. Alleviating con-

gestion on these lines caused readjustment in the base case

active power generation schedule. This readjustment is

captured in Fig. 12. To maintain power balance, the cur-

tailments of the affected generators during congestion

resulted in an increase in the outputs of other generators.

However, to satisfy the water energy constraints, the

increase in the outputs of Shiroro, Jebba, and Kainji GSs at

the congested hours led to a decrease in their outputs

during the uncongested hours. This subsequently resulted

in an increase in the thermal stations’ outputs at the

uncongested hours. The power limits of Geregu, Okpai,

and Asco GSs caused their outputs to not respond at certain

uncongested hours.

Fig. 8 Active power flow through line 6–8

Table 2 Comparison of HTOPF results for 30-bus Nigerian power

network

Parameter Value

Case A Case B

Total thermal generation (MWh) 5111.3 5117.0

Total hydro generation (MWh) 4713.2 4707.7

Total generation (MWh) 9824.4 9824.8

Total loss (MWh) 123.3 123.7

Total cost (₦) 2340195.22 2341211.58

Water worth for HG5 (₦/m3) 5786.23 5851.68

Water worth for HG13 (₦/m3) 2181.51 2206.26

Average hydro plant energy for HG5

(MWh/Mm3)

11.6813 11.6707

Average hydro plant energy for HG13

(MWh/Mm3)

4.009 4.002

Maximum voltage magnitude (p.u.) 1.0994 1.0994

Minimum voltage magnitude (p.u.) 0.9007 0.9008

Fig. 9 Percentage difference in generation in 30-bus Nigerian power

network owing to CM

Fig. 7 Active power flow through line 1–2
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Table 3 presents the HTOPF parameters for the cases

considered. The difference in these parameters is

insignificant. It should be noted that, the cost of generation

is reduced in this system owing to CM. This is as a result of

the decrease in the total thermal generation by 16.5 MWh,

and an increase in the hydro generation by 6.7 MWh. As

the cost of generation depends on the thermal plants, the

decrease in total thermal generation leads to the reduced

total cost of generation. It should be noted that the Shiroro

GS responded the most to the curtailments of the affected

generators (see Fig. 12), which are primarily thermal sta-

tions. This is attributed to its ability to better maximize its

water usage [22]. Therefore, this contributed significantly

to further reducing the cost of generation, as shown in

Table 3. A decrease in the total transmission loss by 9.7

MWh is also obtained.

5.4 Implication of proposed method on power
system market

The proposed methodology is applicable in a completely

regulated or partially deregulated market. In any of these

two forms of markets, the system operator is involved in

the dispatch of generation to ensure system’s security.

Figures 6, 9 and 12 show how the adjustments are

performed on the outputs of the generators in the system

for a 24-hour period. The positive and negative percentage

differences indicate a decrease and increase in the gener-

ation output, respectively. If a generating company

involved in any form of transactions over a 24-hour period

has a generator (thermal or hydro) whose output is cur-

tailed at a particular hour owing to congestion, the output

of the same generating company is increased at some other

hour. So far, no MW-limit is imposed on the generation.

This enables the generating company to generate more

revenue to mitigate the effect of the earlier curtailments.

The proposed methodology ensures that congestion is

Fig. 11 Active power flow through Onitsha–Benin line

Fig. 12 Percentage difference in generation in 34-bus Nigerian power

network owing to CM

Table 3 Comparison of HTOPF results for 34-bus Nigerian power

network

Parameter Value

Case A Case B

Total thermal generation (MWh) 67700.7 67684.2

Total hydro generation (MWh) 16893.0 16899.7

Total generation (MWh) 84593.6 84583.9

Total loss (MWh) 2266.9 2257.2

Total cost (₦) 117327475.7 117319305.5

Water worth for Shiroro GS (₦/Mm3) 53168.06 53279.47

Water worth for Jebba GS (₦/Mm3) 18687.71 18726.58

Water worth for Kainji GS (₦/Mm3) 17821.69 17858.76

Average hydro plant energy for

Shiroro GS (MWh/Mm3)

228.34 228.451

Average hydro plant energy for Jebba

GS (MWh/Mm3)

73.992 74.020

Average hydro plant energy for Kainji

GS (MWh/Mm3)

86.305 86.328

Maximum voltage magnitude (p.u.) 1.452 1.4521

Minimum voltage magnitude (p.u.) 0.85 0.85

Fig. 10 Active power flow through Benin–Osogbo line
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eliminated such that the available water in a hydro plant is

utilized completely.

6 Conclusion

A power-flow-tracing-based CM was proposed to curtail

only the congestion-contributing generators at the con-

gested intervals to alleviate congestion and utilize the

available water optimally. The MATLAB program was

developed to implement the proposed solution procedure.

The developed software has been tested on the 5-bus,

30-bus, and 34-bus Nigerian power networks to evaluate its

performance.

From the numerical simulations performed, the conclu-

sions are as follows:

1) The proposed algorithm has shown that CM in a

hydro-thermal system may not lead to an increase in

the cost of generation.

2) Curtailing the output of a HG during the congested

period caused a reduction in water worth value from

its base case value, while increasing the output results

in the reverse.

3) CM is expected to exhibit a deviation in its power

system parameters from its typical operating values.

However, the proposed algorithm could readjust the

generation schedule optimally, such that the differ-

ences in the HTOPF parameters for both cases

considered are not significant.

4) The insignificant differences in values between cases

A and B are an indication of the efficiency of the

proposed algorithm in removing transmission

constraints.

The proposed algorithm allowed the system operator to

redispatch, such that an efficient allocation of generation

could be implemented when congestion occurs. This allo-

cation of generation is void of discrimination.

Further work may include CM in a power network with

thermal, hydro, solar, and wind energy sources.
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